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are necessary if we are to better understand bicyclist
behavior, in general, and the specifics of gap acceptance,
queuing amangements, and the like.
The impression conveyed in the paper is that gap acceptance is for varying conditions but, in actuality, only
two locations were examined. According to Table 6,
only locations 1 and 2 were observed, and both are in

East Lansing campus situations. Yet reference to Table
4 indicates that location 1 is a lane and a path, and that
location 2 is a path, a lane, and a sidewalk. It is our
contention that gap acceptance will vary with each condition, and thus values should not be aggregated, as in
Table 6. Values should be established for each type of
bicycle facility.
F\rther, there is mention of "bicycle crossing of two
lanes of motor vehicle traffic [?.3 m (24 ft) \r¡ide]." But
crossing two lanes of one-way traffic is simply not the
same as erossing one lane each of traffic moving in opposite directions. The data are useful for specific situations but can be taken no further.
Other questions that might have been asked are: Do
the bicyclists cross at the same location as pedestrians?
Do they cross from a path to a street or from a lane to
alane? Better sense could be made of the results had
we been provided with more essential details.
These details also color any conclusions that might
be dra\ryn about the effects of bicycles on motor vehicular
speeds. Information as to the widths of the roadway,
motor vehicle lanes, and bicycle lanes is necessary before better sense can be made as to bicycle speeds. The
paper states that bicycle speeds were h.ighest on the bicycle lanes lmean 24.9 km/h (15.5 mph)], whereas on
streets without bicycle lanes, bicycle speeds were lower,
19.0 km/h (ff .g mph) average. We need to know what

the lane widths were in each situation. We would hypothesize that bicycle speeds are higher in wider motor
vehicle curb lanes. Information as to vehicular volumes
is also desirable, as the number, and t¡pe, of motor
vehicles have a definite effect on bicycle speeds.
Another behavioral question is raised by the fact that
all the data were collected in the proximity of college
campuses. The authors acknowledge that this "proximity to campuses introduces a bias to the young adult
age group." Oôher biases may also be introduced. The
motor vehicle operators with whom the bicyclists interact may more likely be college students as well, so age

selectivity and personal familiarity with bicycle operation might be considered as further influential factors.
In sum, the paper has much general value, yet more
needs to be made explicit. The investigative techniques
appear to be useful, and much thought has been given to
how to best compile and analyze data. Yet the heart of
the matter-the urban intersections themselves-are in-

adequately analyzed and categorized.
One observation in the introductory literature review
illustrates the need to be discrete. The authors cite
Ferrarars work on intersection behavior in California,
ttlargely conducive to the
"an environmenttt, we are told,
use of the bicycle." But there are a multitude of "Californias", northern and southern, coastal and interior,
bicycle oriented and automobile oriented. Similarly,
there are many kinds of intersections. We need stricter
guidelines and fewer generalizations before better sense
is to be made of bicycle traffic at urban intersec-

tions.
Publication of th¡s paper sponsored by Committee on Bicycling and Bicycle Facilities.

Strategies for Increasing Levels of
Walking and Bicycling for
Utilitarian Purposes
Ferrol O. Robinson, Jerry L. Edwards, and CarI E. Ohrn
This paper reports the results of an extensive survey of motor¡zed and
nonmotorized travel. The survey was conducted in connect¡on w¡th a
study to (al identify problems associated with walking and bicycling, (b)
identify a wide range of incentives to promote the use of walking and bi'
cycling for utilitarian tr¡p purposes, and (c) establ¡sh the cost-effect¡veness
of the incentives identified. This paper limits itself to an analysis of the
survey results as they relate to the top¡cs of (a) trip and trip-maker characteristics, (b) mode choice and mode preference, and (c) changes in preference for alternat¡ve modes of travel in response to the implementation
of selected scena¡ios. The scenarios tested were (a) provision of bicycle
and pedestrian fac¡l¡t¡es. (b) fee on automobile use during peak periods,
(c) compact land-use setting w¡th provision of pedestr¡an and bicycle
fac¡l¡t¡es, and {d) increases in fuel prices. The survey responses ¡ndicate
that a compact land-use arrangement, combined with the provision of
pedestr¡an and bicycle facilities, has the greatest potential for creating a
shift from the automobile to walking and bicycling. Bicycle and pedestrian facilit¡es alone follow in ¡mportance. A fee on automobile use during peak periods has the elfect of reducing automobile use; however,
one-third to one-half of the tr¡ps diverted go to transit rather than to
nonmotor¡zed modes, Finally, doubling the pr¡ce of fuel appears to be
the least effective of the strategies analyzed for increasing walking and
bicycling.

The importance of walking and bicycling for utilitarian
travel has long been recognized in many countries (År
2\. However, only in the past several years has interest
þ-rown in nonmotorized modes in the United States. This
interest has been generated, to a large extent, by economic, social, and environmental concerns related to
the neg:ative effects of widespread use of the automobile.
At present, however, the general public, as well as
public ofTicials, are skeptical about the feasibility of
nonmotorized modes as means of transporlation and the
advisability of investing public dollars to encourage
their use. It is important, therefore, to determine as
clearly as possible the extent to which a mode shift
from the automobile to nonmotorized modes can be
achieved if we invest public money in a variety of

strategies.
This paper explores the potential of various strategies
for increasing the demand for nonmotorized travel.
Estimates of changes in modal share are developed
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800
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666
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88
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lable 2. Summary of survey placements.
City

Refusals

t380
1380

based on respondentst rar¡king of alternative modes
after the introduction of each scenario or strategy.
Current mode choice and its relation to current modal
preference and to trip and trip-maher characteristics

are analyzed.
SURVEY DESCRIPTION
To accomplish the objectives of the study, a selfadministered attitudinal and market research survey
was designed. A number of guidelines and constraints
were estábüshed at tlre outset to ensure that the survey
effort would focus on the types of trips and population
groups that exhibit the greatest potential for use of
ñonmotorized modes. The following decisions affect
the results of the survey and should be kept in mind
while examining the results presented here:

1. The shrdy examines users of all major transporLation modes (automobile, transitr.bicycle, and -.walk); however, special attention is given to automobile
userl because ihey represent the l,argest share of
utilitarian trip making. Thus, strategies aimed at increasing nonmotorized travel must take into account
the needs of automobile users.
2, The surveys focus on utilitarian trips, specifically
work, shopping, personal business, and college-Ievel
school trips rather tlran recreation trips.
3. Given the limited cargo-carrying capacity of
nonmotorized modes, major shopping trips, involving
heavy or large cargo, were excluded.
4. Umptrasis is placed on home-based trips since
the decisiõn to bicycle or to walk rather than to take
the car is made at the home end.
5. The survey was administered to persons 16 years
and older. Younger persons are cumently significant
users of nonmotoiized modes for school and shopping
trips and are not viewed as having significant potential
for a mode shift away from automobile.
6. Given the dominance of short trip length in nonmotorized travel, rating and ranking of modes was constrained to work irips that were within 4.8 km (3 miles)
for walking and 9.6 km (6 miles) for bicycling and to
shopping and personal business trips that were within
3.2'k; [Z mites¡ and 6.4 km (4 mites) for walking and
bicycling, resPectivelY.

The survey instruments were designed to be selfadministeied. All questionnaires were hand-delivered
by trained field interviewers to households preselected
rändomly within the selected geographic areas. This
method óf delivery, sometimes referred to as tlte dropoff, pick-up technique, has the advantag€ of giving the
fieid wor¡<er ttre oppoitunity to explain tlre purpose of
the study, to review the survey form, to ¿ulswer questions, anâ, in general, to engage tlte cooperation of the

potential
respondent to the survey
-

When the questionnaire was dropped

off, the inter-

viewer agreed with the respondent on a date (usually

within thiee to four days) when the questionnaire would
be ready for pickup. To increase the rate of rehrrn,
a reminder põstcard was mailed to each participating
household oi the day following placement. On returning
to the household on the day specified for pickup, if the
respondent was not at home or had not completed the
queitionnaire, a second attempt was made to- collect
the form. If at this point no contact was made, a preaddressed, postage-þrepaid envelope was left with instructions-tìat the questionnaire be returned by mail'
Contacts were made during tlre day as well as during
evening hours, and approximately one-half of tlre question¡raiies weie placed with male members of the
household and one-half with females 16 years of age

or older.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the returns. A total of
L7 41L households were contacted in the five geographic
areas, and 6900 questionnaires were placed with
potenúal respondênts. Of the surveys pl'aced, 4368 or
õ3.3 percent were returned, and 3866 were finally
processed.
Given the length of the survey questionnaire (16-18
pages), the retuin rate of 63.3 perc-ent is-quite acceptãtiu niñ"n compared with surveys of similar rength (Ð'
Several factors are seetl as contributing to this result'
First, the drop-off, pick-up technique has been found
to eüôit a greater rate of reh¡rn tllan a mail survey'
Second, thõ forms were attractive, printed clearly,
idenüfíed with each city's letterhead, and accompanied
by an introductory letter signed by a city offieial. FinaIIy,
tñe reminder poslcard, second visit, and preaddressed
and stamped rìhrrn envelope are all seen as contributing
factors to the rate of return obtained.
Geographic Areas SurY94$

Five geographic areas that represent various regions

within the United States were surveyed. Within each
area, specific sites t10-15 km'z (4-6-mil9s2¡ in sizeJ

were selected according to the set of criteria described
below for each site.
Austin
TVo residential sites connected with the University of
Texas campus rl¡ere surveyed. O¡re site corresponds
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to the residential area located north and west of campus,
characterÍzed by renter-occupied apartments and
single-family homes. This site is located within 1.6
km (1 mile) of the central business district (CBD) and
contains bicycle lanes and an extensive sidewalk network. The area contains many shopping opportunities
and the university itself is a major employer. The
second site is composed of university student housing,
and it is located within 10 km (6 miles) of the campus.

Columbus, Indiana
Columbus represents a small city site. The area surveyed included most of tìe contiguous built-up section
of the city. The area is characterized by single-family,
owner-occupied housing, major industrial pÞnts, CBD,
and strip sommercial area. There are sidewalks in
about one-half of the area a¡d very few bicycle paths
and la¡es.
Denver

A central city site vas selected in Denver. The site is
located southeast of tJre CBDand within I km (5 miles) of
it. The area is made up mainly of single-family homes
and small apartments. There are sidewalks throughout
the area as well as an extensive system of bicycle paths
and lanes.
Huntington Beach, California

This area represents a suburban site and is 19 km (12
miles) away from the nearest center, Long Beach. The
7.8-km" (3-mile") site selected in Huntington Beach is
located west of the city and is characterized by singlefamily housing, nearby schools, a light-industry district,
and a community shopping center.

Philadelphia
Two neighborhoods, located witlin 1.6 km of the CBD,
were selected to represent fringe sites. Society Hill
and Rittenhouse are characterized by rowhouses and
high-rise apartments, large concentrations of employment and commercial activity nearby, extensive
pedestrian facilities and walking activity, and limited
bicycle facilities.
The areas surveyed were selected because they
offered specific features that were considered beneficial
to the purposes of tlte study. The most important characteristic included their location near a variety of
walking and bicycling opportunities tor work, school,

shopping, and personal business trips; the socioeconomic
clnracteristics of residents; and the mixture of housing
t¡æes and densities. In general, all areas had sidewalks,
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either as disincentives to automobile use or as incentives to nonmotorized use are analyzed.
Trip-Maker Characteristics
A summary of socioeconomic characteristics of respondents is presented in Table 3. Table 3 reveals an
oveuepresentation of females for shopping and per-

trips, particularly in Columbus and
Philadelphia. Overall, tl¡e distribution of both auto-

sonal business

mobile and walk trþs between uromen and men is even
(49 percent of women, 51 percent of men). On the
other hand, two-thirds of the bicycle trips and onethird of bus trips were made by men.
Table 3 shows that the university area" in Austin
exhibits the Iowest age profile. I¡ terms of mode
choice, tlere is a significant dilference between the
age of bicyclists and the age of users of other modes.
Even excluding school trips, tlle average age for
bicyclists on work and shopping-personål business

trips is 32 and 29 years, respectively, velsus 37 and
40 years for automobile.

The most common occupations encountered were
professional-technical, blue collar, and housewife.
Confirming the above finding about bicycle use by
v¡omen, only 6 percent of bicycle trips are taken by
housewives (versus 19 percent of automobile trips).
There appears to be a relationship between housing
density and choice of mode. Survey responses reveal
that 88 percent of automobile trips originate from lor¡'¡density housing (single family, duplex, and townhouse),
and only 12 percent originate from high-density housing
(walk-up, low-rise and high-rise apartments). On the
other hand, 56 percent of walk trips originate from lowdensity housing and 44 percent are from high-density
units.
Automobile ownership is lower in the two cities tlut
reported tàe highest use of nonmotorized modes.
Philadelphia reported the lowest number of automobiles
and the lowest use of tlte automobile for both the work
and shopping-personal business trip purposes. This
result is consistent with the relation found nationwide
between automobile ownership and vehicle trips made
(!). The relation between the number of automobiles
ovr¡ned and mode chosen is not significantly different
between Columbus, Denver, and Huntington Beach. At
an aggregate level, bicycle ownership is not an explanatory variable for choice of mode for eit}er work

or shopping-personal business

trips.

Huntington Beach

reported tlre highest number of bicycles per household
(2.2 bicycles compared to an average 1.5 for all cities);
however, its choice of the bicycle was similar to that
in other cities, excluding Austin. Bicycle ownership is
average in Austin, but

bicycle trips.

it reports the highest

share of

but only three of the sites had extensive systems of

bicycling facilities.
The five sites represent a spectrum of urban environments, which ranged from a small city to an inner city
neighborhood of a major metropolitan area. This intentional factor allows the potential transfer of data to a

Þrge segment of areas by identifying areas and popuÞ-

tion groups that exhibit similar characteristics.
SURVEY RESULTS

The remainder of this paper urill erømine the results of
the survey as they relate to current mode choices, their
relationship to characteristics of the trip and the trip
maker, and a comparison between mode choice and
modal preference. Finally, cha:rges in modal preference
in response to hypothetical scenarios designed to act

Trip Characteristics
Survey responses show tl¡at whenever three or more
additional stops are made for the purpose of shoppingpersonal business, the choice of automobile is roughly
twice as frequent as the choice of nonmotorized modes.
Exceptions to this pattern are found in Philadelphia and
Austin. In Philadelphia, more than 16 percent of
shopping and personal business trips that include three
or more additional stops were made by nonmotorized
modes compared to 8 percent by automobile. These
findings tend to support the contention tåat multþIe
stops do not exclude use of nonmotorized vehicles.

Altìough there is no significant difference among
cities in the number of persons tìat accompany the

traveler, there is a difference between modes regarding

4t
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tNs characteristic. In fact, 28 percent of the automobile
users in all communities had two or more additional
persons in the vehicle when maling shopping-personal
business trips. O¡rly 20 percent of those persons reporting nonmotorized trips for this purpose had two or
more additional persons accompanying them.
People choose the period from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. for making shopping-personal business trips regardless of mode. However, the situation in Austin is
ãifferent. In Austin, the most frequent time for making
such trips is between 2:00 and 6:00 p.m. Tlus is true
for both automobile users and those who walk. This
most likely reflects the fact that students shop a-fter
class. By 6:00 p.m., nearly 91 percent of those who
walk trave madelheir trips, whereas 85 percent of
automobile trips have been completed.
Distance is clearly a factor in the choice of mode,
as can be seen from Table 4. In all cities, more than
90 percent of nonautomobile trips were 3.2 km (2 miles)
o" iess in length. CIrly 18.3 percent of automobile trips
are accomplished within a distance of 0.8 km (0.5 mile)
whereas 65 percent are made within a distance of 3.2

km (2 miles) (assumed maximum dista¡ce for walking
trips for shopping). Approximately 80 percent of automóuite trips for shopping-personal business are 6.4 km
(4 miles) õr less (which is the assumed maximum distance for bicycling). This suggests a significant potential for future competition behveen automobile modes

Table

3,

and nonmotorized modes within these

trip distances.

Mode Choiqe and Preferenc-e

To determine how users evaluate the transportation
services available to tlem, respondents were asked to

rank their preferences for'the existing modes. Table

5

shows the percentage of respondents who chose each
mode as wõU as the percentage that ra¡ked each mode

as their most preferred. Examination of this table
shows severafpatterns emerging. Preference is a
good indicator ðf choice, as shown UV tne fa9! tba:t 72

[ercent of respondents would prefer automobile for

ihei" t"ip to wòrk and ?5 percent actually do choose
automobile. By using similar survey techniques,
Koppelman, Hauser, and Tylout have. reached similar
prefããñär""iò"å regardiíg the ietation between mode

(Ð; however, not everyone chooses
"h"Ïce
mode. For example' 9ve-lall 14 percent
the preferred
of rèspondents identified walk as their first preference,
yet o¡rty 11 percent actually used it. In fact, in areas
ät trigh-auto;nobile use (Columbus, Denverr and Huntingtoi Beach) a lower number of respondents indicate
auiomobile a3 their preferred mode than actually choose
it. In areas of low áutomobile use or, conversely, of
high transit and walking activity (Austin and Philadelplña), a higher number of people sho\¡/ automobile as

;;;;;d

iheir'prefeired mode than actua[y choose

it.

On the

Sociosconomic profile of respondents.
Ocsupation
Age
T

rip

Male
($)

City

Purpose

Augtin

School
Shopping or personal buslnegs
(PB)

Columbus

Work

65.0

45.0

38.2

Shopping or PB

41.8 58,2
ã0.0 50.0
48.8 50.9
50.0 50.0
48.0 52.0
51.? 48.3
42.7 5?.0
50.? 49.3
51.? 48.3
46.5 53.4

44.2

or PB

work

Beach

Shopping or PB

Philadelphia

wo¡k
Shopping or PB
School

TotaI

Work
Shopping or
PB

Table

4.

Averâge Mode
24,0

Shopping
Huntington

6)

50.? 49.3
50.2 49.8

work

Denver

Female

2t-26

Automo- Bicycles
Average
blleg per per
House- House- ¡ncome
($)
hold
hold
1.?
1.6

1.3
1.5

74 842
14 55ã

36-50 1.9
26-35 1.8
26-35 1.9
26-35 1.8

1.6

19

1.6

l? 400

1.6

21

276

1.3

18

060

37.7

36-50

2.4

2.2

21

370

40.4

36-

2.3

2.2

25

220

37.7

50
26-35

1.0

1.0

31

9?5

40.3

26-35

0.9

1.1

29

9?0

24,0

21-26
26-35
26-35

1.7
1,8

1.3
1.6

24

120

1.?

1.5

20

590

28.',t

35.3
45.

I

37.2
39_?

16-25

t4

2?0

Next

Most

Most
Frequent

I

itoo"nt

29.8

Blue collar

31.3

Housewife

22

ProfessionalTechnical
ProlessionalTechnical
ProfessionalTechnical
Housewife

z'.t

ProfessionalTechnical
ProfesslonalTechnical
ProfessionalTechnical
ProfessionalTechnical

Frequent

í

irofessional-

29,3

Technical
ProfessionalTechnical
ProfessionalTechnical

26

49

BIue Collar

1?.8

?8.5

Housewi[e

15.5

41.9

SecretarialClerk

18.3

26.3

64.1

ProfessionalTechnical
Manegerial

46.3

Managerial

I 1.?

44.6

Blue Collar

1?.6

28.6

Housewife

15.9

-0

842

16.ã

15.?

personal business trips'
Cumulat¡ve percentages for distribut¡on of trips by distance for shopping and
Distance

0-0.40 km 0.41-0.80
Austin

Automobile

Columbus

Automobile

Nonautomobile

Huntirigton
Beach

Philâdelphia
Note:

1

3.4

18.?
61.?
19.4

12.8

Automobile

15.2
1.7

Nonautomobile

26.',t

Automobile
Automobile

5.8
40.0
0.0

?3.3
22.8
?3.3

Nonautomoblle

32.4

Nonautomobile
Denver

4.',t

16.5

Nonautomobile

km = 0.6 m¡le.

11.8

15.7
?0.1

km

0'81-1.60

km

1.61-3.20

km

3'21-6'40

81.?

93.0

46.4
94.0
28.2

?1.9

82.6
95.6
91.?

9?.0

100.0

50.0

80.0

93.3

46.5
35.2

?1.1
100.0
50.9

?5.5
96.6
88.9
100.0

89.4

98.6

40.0

83.3

67.4

km

6'41-9'60 km
91.4
98.2
9ã.1
100.0

90.6
98.3
92.8
100.0

62.'.l

74.5

100.0

100.0

9.61-16.00 km
98.0
99.1
95.?
100.0

96.3
100.0

94.?
100.0
84.3
100.0

16.00 + km
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
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5.

Summary percentages of modes chosen and preferred modes,

Automobile
City

Purpose

Austin

Schoolù

18

26

Shopping-PB

64

62

Columbus

work

9r

86

Shopplng-PB

8?

86

Denver

Work

't4

Huntington

work

80
14
92
90
29

Shopping-PB
Beach

Phlladelphia
Total

Shopping-PB

Work

wâlk

Blcycle

Chosen Preferred Chosen Preferred Chosen Preferred Chosen preferred
36
23
4
,ì

28

28

t9

19
6

6

õ
2
2
8

I

5

2

6

10

tl

2
6

3
5

I
I

4

I

1

2

10
8
6

4

10

l6

34

35
63

44
60

26

24

Work

?ã
68
18

't2

11

14

69

2l

9

36

18
28

6

26

13

28

I

5
19

t4

4
2

2
3
3
15

No
Response

3

2
2
3
2
2

I

4
4

3

10

2

6
4
4

3

7

6
6
2

I

90

?3
89

25

1

4
13

Shopping-PB
Shopping-PB
school

15
6

Other'
Chosen

I

,|
,|

25

3

I
1

2
3

3

I
1
1

2

'R6pondents were asked to rônk prelerence for the four mod6 ¡ndicated.
ol school trips was done in Aut¡n only.

òSurvey

other hand, fewer respondents show walk a^nd transit
as their preferred modes ttan are currently using them.
Of all modes, bicycle is the only one for which preference is consistently greater than choice. This is
true regardless of the cunent level of bicycle use or

the purpose of the trip.
These above findings indicate that, as a result of
mode availability and individual circumstances, a certain number of captive users are associated with each
mode. Policymakers could benefit from the knowledge
of the conditions tl¡at would bring people 's use of bicycle
for utiliüarian trips more in tine with their indicated
preference for bicycling. Later phases of the project
will attempt to respond to this need.

TESTING OF SELECTED
STRATEGIES

In keeping with the fu¡rdamental objective of the study,
a set of scenarios was developed tlnt is considered
to contain many of tlre important factors that can explain potential shifts to nonmotorized modes. Because
of questioruraire length and time constraints, the
strategies tested in the survey were limited to the following:

1. Provision of improved pedestrian facilities (side2. Provision of improved bicycle facilities (bikeways, bicycle lanes, and ancillary bicycle facilities);
3. Implementation of pricing mechanism to diswalks, pathways, and ancillary facilities);

courage vehicular tra^ffic in the downtown areas during
avaiÞbility of flexible
work hours was also tested concurrently with the
congestion-fee strategy);
4. Encouragement of self -contained development
where trip generators are in reÞtively close proximity
to eacl¡ other (compact land use; also tested with this
strategy were lowering of speed limits and reduction of
peak periods (congestion fee;

palking-space availability); and
5. Increases in fuel prices (fuel price increases
were tested alone as well as in combination with the
above strategies).

The rnajor strategies tested were presented in the

form of stretcher scenarios. The technique of stretcher
scenarios, describecl by Urban ar¡d Hauser Q), involves

brief descriptions of hypothetical scenarios ùat span
the range of new transportation alternatives. By use of
consumer preference responses to tlre stretcher scenarios, it is possible to interpolate consumer prefer-

ences to alternative future conditions t]rat lie between
current conditions and the stretchers, ratler than
me rely extrapolating from current conditions.
After each of the strategies listed above was described, respondents were asked to rank their order
of preference for the four modes examined. The
changes in preference can be interpreted as the result
of people's rearr¿ùngement of their perceptions of tlte
attributes of the various modes in response to the innovations. Therefore, a common finding in attitudinal
sh¡dies is that stated intentions or preferences do not
ahvays agree with subsequent behavior (!). In fact,
stated preferences have tended to overe5timate ach¡al
mode shifts ($. Therefore, tlre responses should be
interpreted as indicative of tlre relative shifts that
might be accomplished when comparing alternate
strategies. The absolute value of the resulting shift
to nonmotorized modes not only represents extreme
values attainable only under the hypothetical conditio¡rs
described in tl¡e statement, but may al,so include an
overestimate of actual shifts due to the inability of
respondents to predict future behavior accurately. Srbsequent development of perception and preference
models are likely to provide a truer measure of the
magritude of modal shifts that can realistically be expected to occur.
Each scenario will be described next, followed by
an analysis of its effect on modal preference, where
ellects are measured in terms of the degree of change
from current preferences.
Compact Land-Use Scenario
The description of this concept statement read as follows:
Liv¡ng Nearer to Travel Destinations
Many planners maintain that the use of automobiles has greatly increased
the levels of air pollution, energy consumption, traffic congestion, and
costly street and highway expenditures. lt has been suggested that, in
order to reduce these problems, people must live nearer to their places of
employment, shopping, school, and recreation.
Some communities have been designed with this compact land-use ar.
rangement in mind. Their layout is such that most shopping and personal
business trips can be accommodated within a six-block [0.5 mile (0.8
km)ldistance and most work trips are within 2 miles [3.2 km] of home.
Suppose you live or moved to one such community. Suppose further
that special bicycle paths and pedestrian pathways are provided so that
it ¡s possible to walk or bicycle to all shopping and personal business
destinat¡ons w¡thout having to cross streets that carry heavy motor vehi.
cle traffic; bicycle storing and lock-up facilities are provided in large numbers, free of charge, throughout the area; convenient bus service is available; and there are no special restrictions on the use of automobiles.
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6.

Effect of strategies on modal preference, expressed

Improved
Pedestrlan
!'acllltles

Automoblle

w¿lk
Blcycle

Translt

Work
72
t4
77
65

Shopplng-

work
62
30
10
53

PB
69

18

of those choosing each mode.

With Improved

wlth
Current
Performance

as percsntagps

Blcicle
Factllttes

Shopping-

work

PB

56
1?
18
54

51

33
10

Shopping-

PB
56

l7

Zl

ïVith Congestion
Fee of $2.00

Work

42
18
16
2t

Shopping-

PB
32

28
19

tI

wlth Increa8e in
Fuel Price of

With Compact
Land Use

Work

23
34
33
14

$0.40,/L

Shopping-

Shopping-

PB

PB
20
45
29

47
16
14
t2

3ô
26
13
19

Not6: 1 L=0.269a1.

Figure 1. Effect ol compact land use plus fuel price increases
and restricted speed and parking.
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This statement contains two main elements tl¡at exis responsible for the highest
ãhifts from the automobile to walking and bicycling (see
pl,ain why such a scenario

Table 6). These two elements are (a) acceptable distances for walking and bicycling and (b) walking and
bicycting facilities separated from motorized traffic.
As can be seen from Figure 1 and Table 6, the number of respondents who select automobile as their preferred mode is reduced signifrcantly (although not
shown, the shift is particuÞrly dramatic for Denver,
Columbus, and Huntington Beach; even in Philadelphia,
where automobile usage is relatively low, the shift in
preference from automobile to nonmotorized modes is
appreciable).
Although these results might seem unrealistic at
first glance, it should be noted tlnt, at present, the
neÍghborhoods surveyed in Philadelphia (both of which
exhibit short walk distance to the employment center
a¡d extensive sidewalk networks) show a significant

activity.

In these neighborhoods,

approximately 40 percent of respondents to the work
survey, and 65 percent of the respondents to the
shoppirig-personal business survey, walked to their
Aesiinaiion. The 19?0 census shows ttat 44 percent of
thosewho workin CenterCity livewithing.6 km (6 miles)
of City Hatl, 30 percent live within 6.4 km (4 miles),
and 14 percent live within 3.2 km (2 miles). A survey
conducfed in 19?3 indicated that, assuming bicycle lanes
and bicycle parking were available, 38 percent of
bicycle-ownèrs and 17 percent of nonowners would
commute to work (9). This result is consistent rvith
our survey, whichEhows approximatety a 30 percent
preference'Ievel for bicycle under the compact land-use
ãcenario that includes bicycle paths and lanes as well
as parking facilities. The importance of bicycle facilitieÀ for attracting utilitaria¡ trips, when provided in
connection with specific compact land uses, such as
university campuses and CBDs, has been recognized
a¡rd documented

360
z

9-l
ts

amount of walking

[Q-!!).

Whetlrer ctrangã iñÞnd-use distribution can be accomplished in areas such as Huntington Beach in order
to increase nonmotorized level of use significantly is
a matter for further analysis. It appears, however,
that residents of the area perceive such arrangements
as conducive to reducing dependence on the automobile.
It is interesting to note that in response to the direction
to indicate their agreement or disagreement with the
statement, "I would like to tive in ttris type of community, " in reference to the compact land-use concept
statement, approximately 70 percent of all persons
surveyed either agreed or strongly agreed with the
above statement.
The effect on mode shift of combining an increase
in fuel price [$0.40/L ($1.50/gal)] with the compactÞnduse scheme is only marginal (see Figure 1). Most of
the shift is accomplished with the land-use concept and
only an additional 5-10 percent of the respondents
indicate that they would shift tleir preference from
automobile to nonmotorized modes with the juxtaposition
of the increase in gasoüne prices. The superposition
of a speed limit of 241<m/h (15 mph) on the compact
tand-úse concept has no detectable elTect on mode shift.
This is probably because, under such a land-use
arrangement, respondents might reason tlnt trips are
quite short and, thus, attaining high speedslecomes
unnecessary. hestricting the availability of parking
in the land-use arrangement concept causes approximately a 10 percent shift in the number of respondents
that select automobile as their first preference. This
shift is taken up by the remaining modes.

Imþrovement of Bicvcle Facilities
Scenario
The following concept statement reþted to improvements in bicycle facilities was included in the survey

question¡arre:
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Figure 2. Effect of improved bicycle fac¡lities plus increased
fuel prices,
A
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Bicycle-Related Fac¡lity lmprovements
Suppose the city introduces several improvements to b¡cycle.related
facilities designed to increase the comfort and safety of cycl¡sts. The im.
provements consist of (a) providing bicycle paths, (b) reserving street
lanes for bicycle use. (c) improving road surfaces, (d) installing secure bicycle lock-up fac¡lities in many areas, and (e) providing better lighting.
On most local streets, a yellowstripe ispaintednear the right-hand side
of the road marking a lane reserved strictly for bicycle use. Separate bicycle paths are built adjacent to all major roadways. These bicycle paths
are separated from automobile traffic by a metal guardrail or a grass
median. All these pathsandstreet lanes are smoothly paved for better
riding. ln addition, high-intensity lights are added along rhe b¡keways to
provide excellent visibility at night. A large number of secure bike lockup facilities are provided and, in high-activity areas, these cons¡st of enclosed storage lockers manned by a full.time attendant. Finally, convenient locker, shower,and changing facilities are made freely available.

Respondents were t¡en directed to indicate their
ranked preference for the four major modes (automobile,
bicycle, transit, and walk). Results are plotted in
Figure 2. The current mode split (chosen mode) as
well as the preferred modes are also plotted for reference purposes.
On the basis of the concept statement given above,
15-20 percent of the respondents shifted their preferred
mode from automobile to bicycle. The pattern of
decreased automobile use and increased bicycle use
is consistent, generally, among the areas surveyed.
However, Austin, which currently exhibits a relatively
high level of bicycle use, appears to have the greatest
potential for increased shift to the bicycle (see Figure
3). This is clearly a result of the proximity of the
university for school trips, the availability of shoppingpersonâl business opporhnities nearby, and a familiarity

of current bicycle

use.

The element of social accept-

ability appears to pþy an important role in the propensity for increased bicycle use. The rel¿tionship between
high bicycle use for utilitarian purposes a¡d the avail-

ability of bicycle paths and lanes has been documented

previously

q,Ð.

To determine the simultaneous effect of bicycle

facility improvement a¡d fuel price increase, survey
participants were asked to repeat the ranking of modes
with bicycle facilities in place, but assuming also that
the price of tuel doubled to $0.40/L a¡rd þ.80/L ($1.50/
gal and $3.00/gal). The additional burden placed on
automobile use by t}te added fuel cost has tl¡e effect of
reducing the number of respondents that select automobile as their preferred mode. At the $0.40/L price
level, approximately 25 percent of the respondents to
the shopping-personal business survey shifted tìeir
preference from automobile to otler modes (15 percent
shifted their preference to bicycle, and the other 10
percent selected walk and transit). On the work-trip
survey, 20 percent of the respondents shifted their
preference to otler modes (13 percent to bicycle and
? percent to walk and transit). Almost identical results
are obtained when the fuel price increases to $0.80/L
as were obt¿ined above for work trips.
Improvement of Pedestrian Facilities
ùcertarlo
The survey contained the following stretcher scenario
related to the improvement of pedestrian facilities:
Suppose the c¡ty ¡ntroduces several improvements to pedestrian.related
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facil¡t¡es designed 1o increase the comfort and safety of pedestrians. The
improvements consist of (a) providing pedestr¡an pathways, (b) improving sidewalks, (c) providing better lighting, and (d) making traffic signals
more pedestrian-oriented.
Separate pedestr¡anways or walkways are built adjacent 1o all major
roadways. These pathways are separated from automobile traffic by
trees or grass median. At all busy street crossings, pedestr¡ans will be able
to change traffic lights in their favor. All ex¡sting sidewalks are repaired
to make walking easier. High-intensity lights are added along the pathways to provide excellent visibility ât night. Finally, the walkways are
enhanced by the presence of water fountains, shade trees, benches, and
pedestrian-oriented stands with flowers, newspapers, and refreshments.

Respondents were directed to proceed witlt the questions related to this statement only if tleir most recent

trip destination was r¡¡ithin the disüance limit for valking-3.2 km (2 miles) for shopping-personal business,
and 4.8 km (3 miles) for work. The respondents were then
asked to rank the four major modes, ¿¿ssuming that the
improved pedestrian facilities were in place. The results are plotted in Figure 4 a¡d summarized in Table 6.
On the average, 15-20 percent of those now using auto-

mobile indicate that they will switch to walking if tìe
pedestrian facilities are in place.
While differences exist, it is interesting to note the
similarity and consistency of response found among
the different areas and trip purposes surveyed. In the
areas surrounding the University of Texas a¡rd in
Philadelphia, where there is a significant amowrt of
walking at present, the effect of providing the improved
facilities for walking is to shift an additional 15-20
percent of the automobile users to walking (this is
illustrated in Figure 5 for the Philadelphia sites). In
4.

Figure

Effect of improved pedestrian facilities plus

increased fuel prices.

\-

80

5.

Figure

Effect of improved pedeÍrian fac¡l¡t¡es plus

increased f uel prices-Philadelphia.
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contrast, results in Huntington Beach show tlat only
about 5 percent of the automobile trips will shift to
walking. As indicated earlier, there is heavy dependency on the automobile in Huntington Beach because of
the suburban nature of that area, which no doubt explains in part the low propensity for rvalking found there.
TNs finding is similar to that encountered for the
bicycle facilities scenario: The greater the current
levet of walking, the greater is the potential for increased walking. The corollary is that the greater the
level of automobile use, the greater u¡ill be the tendency
for continued automobile use. A peculiar finding is that
a slight diversion of automobile trips to bicycling is
observed (on the order of 5 percent), although no specific
mention is made of bicycles in the pedestrian-facilities
concept statement. Apparently some respondents are
assuming that the pedestrian paths and ancillary facilities
will be available to bicyclists.
In general, the simultaneous provision of pedestrian
facilities and fuel price increases have the effect of
shifting additional trips from automoþile to all otier
modes, but particularly to nonmotorized modes. Over
all areas surveyed, about 20 percent of tespondents to
the work-trÍp survey shift from automobile when fuel
price is W.40/L, and an additional 20 percent shift at
$0.80/L. The shopping-personal business survey shows
a shift of 25 percent at $0.40/L and 15 percent at
$0.80/L. These reductions in automobile use are
somewhat higher tJran when fuel pricing alone is tested.
The increased fuel price in areas where walking is
currently at a high level has a negligible effect on the
amount of walking that is already taking pÞce. Instead,
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the reduction in automobile usage is taken up by
creased bicycle and transit usage.

in-

Aqllomobile Congestion-Fee Scenario

In order to test the effect of implementing policies tlnt

other-day access, or license stickers (11Ð. The latter

has been successfully put into operation in Singapore

(!!). Under this scheme, a special sticker tltat costs
approximately $2.00/clay must be displayed during tlte
morning rush hours within a cordoned area of downtown.

car¡ act as disincentives to automobile use and tl¡us

cause shifts to nonmotorized use, the following concept

statement was included in the survey questionnaire:

Automobile Congestion Fee

It

that, in order to reduce congestion and lower fuel usage, a
assessed to the owners of automobiles operating during
the morning (7:00-9:00 a.m.) and evening (4:00-6:00 p.m.) rush hours.
This means that you would be charged up to a $2.00/day if you operate
a motor vehicle during these peak travel periods. Billing would be made
on a monthly basis using an automated bill¡ng process.
is decided

fee

of $l will be

As with the preceding concept statement, respondents
were directed to ra¡rk the modes in order of preference.
The resulting modal distribution is plotted in Figure 6
and summarized in Table 6.
The congestion-fee strategy has the potential for
effecting significant shifts away from automobile. A
congestion fee of $2.00/day causes a reduction of 35
percent in tlte number of respondents who select automobile as their preferred alternative. Walk and
bicycle take up most of this shift for the shoppingpersonal business trips; for the work trips, transit
takes up half of the shift and the nonmotorized modes
account for the other half. The pattern of decrease in
automobile usage due to the congestion fee of $2.00/day
is fairly predictable from area to area except for work-

trips responses in Huntington Beach. Although about
shift to another
mode, automobile still remains the number-one preference for 60 percent of tlrc respondents. When the
congestion fee is increased to $4.00/day, an additional
10 percent shift in the number of respondents occurs in
all areas surveyed.
\[hen, in addition to the congestion fee of $2.00/
day, an increase in tlre price of fuel to $0.40/L is introduced in the concept statement, the eltþct on mode
shift from automobile to other modes is almost negligible.
TNs somewhat unexpected result miglrt be e:plained by
the already fairly low level of automobile use when t¡e
increase in the fuel price is introduced. In order to
30 percent of the respondents indicate a

give respondents an option to avoid the congestion fee
assessed during peak hours by either arriving early to
work and leaving early or arriving later and leaving
later, they were asked to indicate tleir rar¡ked modal
preferences under a flexible-hot¡rs scheme. The results (as can be seen in Figure 6) indicate that respondents who had shifted from automobile to otl¡er
modes in response to the congestion fee revert to
using their automobiles for tleir work trips. As a result, the percentage of respondents to the work-trip
survey who use their automobile increases from 40
percent when the congestion fee of $2.00 is in effect to
60 percent when flexible work hours are introduced. It
is interesting to note that transit, wNch picks up much
of the shift a\r/ay from automobile, becomes less attractive when flextime is introduced. This points out that,
when developing policies to increase nonmotorized use,
care should be taken to avoid running counter to the
positive aspects of existing policies or practices.
It is imporüant to note that the application of an automobile fee during peak periods is only one method
among many that can accomplish similar results. Other
measures might involve tt¡e institution of parking
restriction, tolls, even-odd license plates for every-

FueI Price Increase
To determine the effect that gasoline price increases
might have on shifts in modal preference, tìe following
directions were included in tlte survey; "Assume tìat
on your next trip to work all travel conditions remained
the same as at present except that the price of gasoline
increased to one of tlte price levels indicated þelow."
Respondents were tlten directed to ra¡¡k the specified
modes (walk, automobile, bicycle or transit) from
most to least preferred for each of the following price
levels: $0.26, $0.40, $0.80, and $1.05 or more per
liter ($1.00, $1.50, $3.00, and $4.00 or more per
gallon). The results are plotted in Figure ?.
Given current income levels, tlte survey indicates
decreased automobile use in response to increases in
fuel price, both for work and shopping-personal business
trips. This is true even in areas where automobile use
is currently low (Austin school trips and Phitadelphia
work and shopping-person¿l business trips), although in
these areas the decrease in automobile use is much
less pronounced. The decrease in automobile use for
work trips is lower than that for shopping-personal
business trips. This was to be expected, and it indicates
that a higher priority is pl,aced on work than on nonwork,
discretionary trip mahing. tr\tel price increases have
practically no effect on the distribution of trips by mode in
the Philadelphia areas surve yed. E ven at tlte very highe st
price level tested [$1.05 or more,/L ($4.00 or more/gal)J i
automobile work trips in the Huntington Beach precincts
still attract more than 35 percent of the trips. For

trips, the percentage is repercent. Observe that automobile use
decreases fairly rapidly as fuel price increases up to
$0.53/L ($2.00/gal). After that point, the rate of decrease slows down considerably. The nonmotorized
modes, on tJle other hand, show fairly rapid gains up
to the $0.53/L price level and then taper offquite rapidly,
which suggests a plateau. F\¡rther increases in the
gasoline price beyond this level translate into diminishing g:ains for nonmotorized modes.
A great deal of caution must be exercised when examining the above results. In addition to the uncershopping-personal business

duced to about 20

tainties associated with translating perceptions into

preferences, the additional question of timing is critical
when discussing demand changes in response to fuel
price increases. Whereas respondents generally react
to adoubling intlte price of fueI byassuming that such an
increase ocsurs instantaneously, in reality, price in-

creases take pl;ace over a period of time, thus giving
the consumer time to adjust to the small incremental
increases. For this reason, elasticities of demand
estimated from tlrc above modal preferences are cerüain
to be considerably greater than would occur under actual
conditions.
CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the most important findings is given

below. Table

6 provides a comparative view of the
effect on modal preference of the various strategies
tested. Current preference is a good indicator of current mode choice. ln general, however, indicated
preference levels tend to underestimate choice of auto-
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6.

Figure

mobile, transit, and walk, and overestimate actual
bicycling. The following ordering shows the hierarchy
of strategies, based on their potentiat for effecting

Effect of congostion fee plus increased fuel pricts.
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1. Compact land use,
2. Congestion fee,
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The hierarchy of strategies tested for their ability
to increase walking or bicycling is as follows:
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1. Compact land use;
2. Pedestrian or bicycle facilities, respectively;
3. Congestion fee;
4. Fuel price increase; and
õ. Bicycle or pedestrian facilities, respectively.

Liter = 0.26 gallons

The concept of a compact land-use distribution (which
includes walk and bicycle facilities, with work, shopping,
and other opportunities within walking and bicycling
disüance) produces the greatest shift in preference from
automobile to walking and bicycting. The relative importance of this strategy underscores the realization
that the most effeetive way of promoting use of nonmotorized modes may not always be responsive to
policy actions. This is not to say, for instance, that
new economic forees such as that brought about by a
limited gasoline supply, might not be able to influence
how people choose their pÞces of residence in relation
to their places of employment. In such a case, gasoüne
supply or its cost could be set by policy.
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facilities play an important role in people's.

prefeience for nonmotorized modes, second only to that of
compact Þnd use. The significance of fasilities is
further emphasized by the fact ttrat the compact land-use
scenario contains not only the very important element
of short trip distance, but also the element of separate
facilities for nonmotorized travel. Thusr facilities can
play a prominent role in increasing nonmotorized
travel, particularly if they are provided in the context
of compact land-use configruations, such as college
campuses, residential areas near CBDs, and areas
where shopping opportunities are witìin walking or
bicycling distance of medium- to high-density residential
areas.
Pricing, either through congestion fees or increases
in fuel prices, has tl¡e potential for causing significant
shifts from the automobile. However, transit absorbs
a large portion of the shift, thus reducing the poter^tial
nonmãtorized share. An iícrease in tÌ¡e price of fuel
to $0.40/L is somewhat less effective in causing shifts
from the automobile than is the application of a congestion fee of $2.00/day. It does have the effect, howõver, of increasing consumerst preference for transit,
espeôially for shopping and personal business trips.
Current level of nonmotorized use appears to be
reÞted to the potential increases in walking and
bicycling. Soit¡ the Austin precincts, withtheir reÞtively
higir current share of bicycle use, and the precincts in
Philadelphia, with their high level of walking, exhibit
the highest shifts toward bicycling and walking, rewith the introduction of facilities.
spectively,
With the exception of the compact land-use scenario,
the application of any strategy, by itself, causes a
maximum shift of approximately 20 percent to either
walking or bicycling. Given the hypothetical and somewhat unrealistic nature of the scenarios, this value can
be taken to represent the upper-limit diversion from

..11,
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automobile to walking and bicycling (for noncompact
land-use settings).

Different strategies affect modat preference differently, depending on the purpose of tìe trip. There
is little or no difference in the preference level between
the trip purposes tested under the improved pedestrian
and bicycle facilities strategies. Significant differences
do exist between the levels of preference for work trips
and strategies. For example, work trips, which are
taken usually during rush periods, are less affected by
both strategies than are shopping-personal business
trips. This is to be expected since the Þtter can þe
more easily scheduled for off-peak periods. In the
case of the fuel pricing strategy, shopping-personal
business trips can be consolidated, which thus reduces
the impact of the price increase.
Current preferences are good indicators of cument
mode choice, but no assurances can be made at this
point about the reliability of future preferences for
predicting future choice. The modified preferences
result from changes in tlte perception of the mode
attributes as a result of the scenarios introduced.
Whether this modified perception will lead to changes
in behavior as reflected by actual shifts to other transportation modes is the subject of perception and preference modeling work just completed. Those results
will be publicized at a later date.
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